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Abstract
Adaptive experiment designs can dramatically improve statistical efficiency in randomized
trials, but they also complicate statistical inference. For example, it is now well known that
the sample mean is biased in adaptive trials. Inferential challenges are exacerbated when our
parameter of interest differs from the parameter the trial was designed to target, such as when
we are interested in estimating the value of a sub-optimal treatment after running a trial to
determine the optimal treatment using a stochastic bandit design. Typical approaches to elim-
inating sampling bias based on inverse propensity weighted averages can also be problematic,
because as propensity scores decay to zero the distribution of the estimator becomes skewed
and heavy-tailed.
In this paper, we present a class of estimators that overcome these issues. Our approach
is to adaptively reweight the terms of an augmented inverse propensity weighting estimator
to control the contribution of each term to the estimator’s variance. This adaptive weighting
scheme prevents estimates from becoming heavy-tailed, ensuring asymptotically correct cover-
age. It also reduces variance, allowing us to test hypotheses with greater power — especially
hypotheses that were not targeted by the experimental design. We validate the accuracy of
the resulting estimates and their confidence intervals in numerical experiments, and show our
methods compare favorably to existing alternatives in terms of RMSE and coverage.
1 Introduction
In both academic and industry settings, one may have access to data that has been collected in a
sequential and adaptive manner by a known algorithm. For example, a website may use a multi-
armed bandit algorithm to select among different ad placements depending on how users have
responded to past choices, and then use the same data to test hypotheses that relate to the design
of future innovations and experiments (Graepel et al., 2010). Similarly, a content delivery website
can iteratively create visitor and content clusters based on past engagement information, and then
produce content recommendations accordingly (Li et al., 2016). Or, during a scientific experiment,
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a researcher may sequentially modify the probability that a subject be randomized into different
treatments so as to maximize the power of a particular hypothesis of interest (Hu and Rosenberger,
2006; Robbins, 1952; van der Laan, 2008). As experiments have become cheaper and new machine
learning-based adaptive data-collection algorithms have been developed, such datasets are becoming
increasingly common (Varian, 2010).
Most literature on adaptive experiments (in particular multi-armed bandits) has focused on devel-
oping algorithms that hone in on the best treatment arm as efficiently as possible. The standard
approach to analyzing bandit algorithms focuses on optimizing regret, i.e. on minimizing the utility
shortfall from assigning sub-optimal treatments during the trial (Agrawal and Goyal, 2017; Auer
et al., 2003; Lai and Robbins, 1985). More recently, there has also been interest in methods that
are able to identify the best arm using as few samples as possible (Mannor and Tsitsiklis, 2004;
Russo, 2016). These algorithms have been found to perform well in practice, and can considerably
reduce the cost of identifying the best treatment relative to traditional randomized trials.
In many scientific settings, however, simply selecting an arm is not enough; we also need to be able
to test hypotheses about it and measure the value differentials between different arms. Consider for
example a healthcare organization running a pilot experiment where a bandit learns the optimal
treatment assignment policy mapping from patient characteristics to the best treatment in some
set (a nudge for the patient to comply with a treatment or exercise regime, for example). At some
point, the organization needs to make higher-level decisions such as whether to continue to invest
in the infrastructure, data security, personnel and software needed to personalize the messages, or
to invest in a simpler system that assigns the same treatment to all patients. It wishes to learn
whether one type of treatment performs better than another for a particular segment of patients,
to gain insight for future innovation. It may also want to publish and share its findings with the
broader scientific community. It is thus important to be able to test the performance of the bandit.
The main contribution of this paper is a method that can use data collected by a bandit algorithm
to provide small confidence intervals and allow for hypothesis tests with frequentist guarantees.
The main difficulty in conducting frequentist inference with adaptively collected data is that key
results that motivate traditional approaches to statistical testing—such as the central limit theorem
for independent sums—no longer hold in general. In particular, as discussed in Bowden and Trippa
(2017), Nie et al. (2018), Shin et al. (2019) and Xu et al. (2013), sample averages in adaptive
experiments are neither unbiased nor asymptotically normal.
Consider the following simple setting as an example of this phenomenon. We run a two-stage,
two-arm trial as follows: For the first T/2 time periods, we randomize assignments with probability
50% for each arm. After T/2 time periods, we identify the arm with the higher sample mean, and
for the next T/2 time periods we allocate treatment to the seemingly better arm 90% of the time.
Then, for each arm w = 1, 2, we estimate its expected value Q(w) as
Q̂AVG(w) = 1
Tw
∑
t≤T
Wt=w
Yt, Tw :=
∑
t≤T
Wt=w
1, (1)
where Wt denotes the arm pulled in the t-th time period and Yt denotes the observed outcome.
Unbeknownst to the analyst, both arms have the same outcome distribution: Yt
∣∣Wt = w ∼ N (0, 1)
for all values of t and w.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the distribution of the value estimate for the first arm Q̂AVG(1).
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Figure 1: Distribution of the estimates Q̂AVG(1) and Q̂IPW(1) described in Section 1. The plots
depict the distribution of the estimators in the limit T → ∞, with errors blown up by a factor√
T . The distributions are overlaid with the normal curve that matches the first two moments of
the distribution, along with a dashed line that denotes the mean. All numbers are aggregated over
1,000,000 replications.
Notice that these value estimates do not have a normal distribution and, as emphasized by Nie
et al. (2018) and Xu et al. (2013), are biased downwards. This downward bias occurs because arms
in which we observe random upward fluctuations initially will be sampled more and arms in which
we observe random downward fluctuations initially will be sampled less. The upward fluctuations
are corrected as the arms that are sampled more regress to their mean, while the downward ones
may not be because of the reduction in sampling. Here we only show value estimates for the first
arm so there are no selection bias effects here; the failure of the central limit theorem is a direct
consequence of the adaptive data collection.
One often discussed fix to this bias problem is to use the inverse-probability weighting estimator,
Q̂IPW(w) = T−1
∑T
t=1 I {Wt = w}Yt/et(w) where et(w) is the probability with which our adaptive
experiment drew arm w in step t. This compensates for the outsize influence of early downward
fluctuations that reduce the probability of an arm being assigned by up-weighting later observations
within that arm when we see them. As seen in the right panel of Figure 1, inverse-probability
weighting fixes the bias problem, but exacerbates the non-normality of the value estimate.
The main goal of this paper is to address the above challenge, and to develop modified value
estimators that retain an asymptotically centered and normal sampling distribution even with
adaptively collected data—thus allowing valid confidence intervals based on normal approximation.
As discussed further in Section 2, the way we achieve asymptotic normality is to consider adaptively
weighted value estimators, with weights that take into account how a data-collection algorithm
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behaves at different points in the experiment and compensate for random fluctuations in sampling
rates that would lead to non-normality. Carefully chosen weights then enable us to apply well
known martingale central limit theorems to our estimator.
In doing so, we emphasize that our paper is centered on a specific approach to inference in adaptive
experiments: We focus on developing new policy value estimators that satisfy a central limit theorem
and can thus be used for valid inference via normal approximation. We believe this approach to be
of practical interest because normal confidence intervals are widely used in several fields including
medicine, economics, etc., and are often found to be helpful in analyzing the accuracy of statistical
estimates. Thus, it appears plausible that making tools for normal confidence intervals available
with adaptively collected data may be helpful to researchers in these fields who are considering the
use of adaptive experiments.
That being said, we note that other approaches to inference with adaptively collected data are also
available. In particular, an alternative line of research eschews asymptotic normality in favor of
developing finite-sample bounds using martingale concentration inequalities; see, e.g., Howard et al.
(2018), Robbins (1970), and references therein. Meanwhile, Nie et al. (2018) consider approaches to
debiasing value estimates in adaptive experiments using ideas from conditional inference (Fithian
et al., 2014). Getting a deeper picture of optimal (normal or non-normal) inference in adaptive
experiments would be of considerable interest; but in this paper we focus our discussion on methods
with normal asymptotics. We provide a more extensive review of papers that deal with policy
evaluation using independent or adaptively-collected data in Section 5.
2 Policy Evaluation with Adaptively Collected Data
We start by establishing some definitions. Each observation in our data is represented by a tuple
(Wt, Yt). The random variablesWt ∈ W are called the arms, treatments or interventions. Arms are
categorical. The reward or outcome Yt represents the individual’s response to the treatment. The
set of observations up to a certain time HT := {(Ws, Ys)}Ts=1 is a called a history. The treatment
assignment probabilities e(w;Ht−1) := P[Wt = w
∣∣Ht−1] are time-varying and decided via some
known algorithm. With many popular bandit algorithms, such as Thompson sampling (Thompson,
1933), treatment propensities are chosen by the algorithm and thus known to the experimenter.
Throughout this paper, we assume that treatment propensities are known.
We define causal effects using potential outcome notation (Imbens and Rubin, 2015). We denote
by Yt(w) the random variable representing the outcome that would be observed if individual t
were assigned to a treatment w. In any given experiment, this individual can be assigned only one
treatment Wt from a set of options W, so we observe only one realized outcome Yt = Yt(Wt). We
focus on the “stationary” setting where individuals, represented by a vector of potential outcomes
(Yt(w))w∈W , are independent and identically distributed. However, the observed outcomes Yt are
in general neither independent nor identically distributed because the distribution of the treatment
assignment Wt depends on the history of outcomes up to time t.
Given this setup, we are concerned with the problem of estimating and testing pre-specified hy-
potheses about the value of an arm, denoted by Q(w) := E [Yt(w)], as well as differences between
two such values, denoted by ∆(w, w′) := E [Yt(w)] − E [Yt(w′)]. We would like to be able to do
that even though the data-collection mechanism did not target these estimands. When the data
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is collected uniformly at random, as in a randomized control trial, reward realizations are inde-
pendent and identically distributed. Under these conditions, to estimate the value of each arm
the researcher simply needs to average the rewards associated with each arm. On the other hand,
when the data is collected adaptively the simple average of rewards may have both a biased and
non-normal sampling distribution.
Our goal is to provide asymptotically unbiased and normal estimators for Q(w) and ∆(w, w′)
that can be used to build confidence intervals. We do so in two steps. We start with a class of
“scoring rules” that can be used for unbiased arm evaluation, but may not have a normal sampling
distribution due to adaptivity. Next, we show how a normal limiting distribution can be restored
via a variety of carefully designed data-adaptive weighting schemes. These weighting schemes also
improve precision relative to the unbiased estimators we started with, i.e., the resulting intervals
are narrower than intervals based on the simple average of unbiased scores in addition to getting
better coverage.
2.1 Unbiased scoring rules
A first step in developing methods for inference with adaptive data is to account for sampling bias.
The following construction provides a generic way of doing so. We say that Γ̂t(w) is an unbiased
scoring rule for Q(w) if
E
[
Γ̂t(w)
∣∣Ht−1] = Q(w) (2)
for all w ∈ W and t = 1, ..., T . Given this definition, we can readily verify that a simple average of
such a scoring rule,
Q̂T (w) =
1
T
T∑
i=1
Γ̂t(w), (3)
is unbiased for Q(w) even though the Γ̂t(w) are correlated over time, as the next proposition shows.
Proposition 1. Let {Yt(w)}w∈W be an independent and identically distributed sequence of po-
tential outcomes for t = 1, . . . , T , and let Ht denote the observation history up to time t as
described above. Then, any estimator of the form (3) based on an unbiased scoring rule (2) satisfies
E[Q̂T (w)] = Q(w).
One can easily verify Proposition 1 by applying the chain rule of probability and (2) to check that
E
[
Q̂T (w)
]
= E
[
1
T
T∑
t=1
E
[
Γ̂t(w)
∣∣Ht−1]] = Q(w).
The key fact that enabled this argument to go through is that the normalization factor 1/T used
in (3) is deterministic, and so cannot be correlated with stochastic fluctuations in the Γ̂t(w). In
particular, we note that the basic averaging estimator (1) is not of the form (3) and instead has a
random denominator Tw—and is thus not covered by Proposition 1.
Given Proposition 1, we can readily construct several unbiased estimators for Q(w). One straight-
forward option is to use an inverse propensity score weighted (IPW) estimator:
Q̂IPWT (w) :=
1
T
T∑
t=1
Γ̂IPWt (w), Γ̂IPWt (w) :=
I {Wt = w}
e(w;Ht−1) Yt. (4)
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This estimator is simple to implement, and one can directly check that the condition (2) holds
because, by construction, P
[
Wt = w
∣∣Ht−1, Yt(w)] = P [Wt = w ∣∣Ht−1] = e(w;Ht−1).
The augmented inverse propensity weighted (AIPW) estimator generalizes this by incorporating
regression adjustment (Robins et al., 1994).
Q̂AIPWT (w) :=
1
T
T∑
t=1
Γ̂AIPWt (w)
Γ̂AIPWt (w) :=
I {Wt = w}
e(w;Ht−1) Yt +
(
1− I {Wt = w}
e(w;Ht−1)
)
mˆ(w;Ht−1).
(5)
The symbol mˆ(w;Ht−1) denotes an estimator of the conditional mean function m(w) = E[Yt(w)]
based on the history Ht−1, but it need not be a good one—it could be biased, or even inconsistent.
The second term of Γ̂AIPWt (w) acts as a control variate: adding it preserves unbiasedness but
can reduce variance, as it has mean zero conditional on Ht−1 and, if mˆ(w;Ht−1) is a reasonable
estimator of m(w), is negatively correlated with the first term. When mˆ(w;Ht−1) is identically
zero, the AIPW estimator reduces to the IPW estimator.
2.2 Normality via Adaptive Weighting
The estimators discussed in the previous section are unbiased by construction, but in general they
are not guaranteed to have an asymptotically normal sampling distribution in an adaptive setting.
At a very high level, the reason for this failure of normality is that central limit theorems for non-
iid sequences typically require more delicate assumptions than their counterparts for iid sequences
(see, e.g., de la Peña et al., 2008) and, as evidenced by the right panel of Figure 1, several simple
estimators built according to Proposition 1 simply do not satisfy them.
To address this difficulty, we consider generalizations of (5) that non-uniformly average the AIPW
scores Γ̂AIPWt (w) using a sequence of adaptive evaluation weights h(w;Ht−1). Our main result is
that, with properly chosen weights h(w;Ht−1), the resulting adaptively-weighted AIPW estimator,
Q̂hT (w) =
∑T
t=1 h(w;Ht−1)Γ̂AIPWt (w)∑T
t=1 h(w;Ht−1)
, (6)
has an asymptotically normal distribution. We start with a result below that establishes conditions
under which adaptively weighted estimators are asymptotically normal; next we’ll discuss how to
construct such weighting schemes.
The main conditions required by our weighting scheme are as follows. The first “infinite sam-
pling” condition represents the inverse of the rate at which our estimator (6) converges to the
true value Q(w). It requires that the effective sample size after adaptively weighting, the ratio
(
∑T
t=1 Et−1αt)2/E[
∑T
t=1 α
2
t ] where αt := h(w;Ht−1)I {Wi = w} /e(w;Ht−1), goes to infinity, im-
plying that the estimator is consistent. The second “variance convergence” condition—discussed
further below—is more subtle, and is the key property that the unbiased estimators (3) (i.e., esti-
mators with h(w;Ht−1) = 1) often fail to satisfy. The third condition is a Lyapunov-type regularity
condition on the weights.
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Assumption 1 (Infinite sampling). The weights used in (6) satisfy(
T∑
t=1
h(w;Ht−1)
)2 /
E
[
T∑
t=1
h2(w;Ht−1)
e(w;Ht−1)
]
p−−−−→
T→∞
∞. (7)
Assumption 2 (Variance convergence). The weights used in (6) satisfy, for some p > 1,
T∑
t=1
h2(w;Ht−1)
e(w;Ht−1)
/
E
[
T∑
t=1
h2(w;Ht−1)
e(w;Ht−1)
]
Lp−−−−→
T→∞
1. (8)
Assumption 3 (Bounded moments). The weights used in (6) satisfy, for some δ > 0,
T∑
t=1
h2+δ(w;Ht−1)
e1+δ(w;Ht−1)
/
E
[
T∑
t=1
h2(w;Ht−1)
e(w;Ht−1)
]1+δ/2
p−−−−→
T→∞
0. (9)
Theorem 2. Suppose that we observe arms Wt and rewards Yt = Yt(Wt), and that the underlying
potential outcomes (Yt(w))w∈W are independent and identically distributed with nonzero variance
and satisfying E|Yt(w)|2+δ < ∞ for some δ > 0 and all w. Suppose that the propensity scores
e(w;Ht−1) are strictly positive and let mˆ(w;Ht−1) be any estimator of Q(w) that is bounded and
that converges almost-surely to some constant m∞(w). Let h(w;Ht−1) denote non-negative weights
satisfying Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, and suppose that either mˆ(w;Ht−1) is consistent or e(w;Ht−1)
has a limit e∞(w) ∈ [0, 1], i.e., either
mˆ(w;Ht−1) a.s.−−−→
t→∞ Q(w) or e(w;H
t−1) a.s.−−−→
t→∞ e∞(w) (10)
Then, for any arm w ∈ W, the adaptively weighted estimator (6) is consistent for the arm value
Q(w), and the following studentized statistic is asymptotically normal:
Q̂hT (w)−Q(w)
V̂T (w)
1
2
d−→ N (0, 1), where V̂T (w) :=
∑T
t=1 h
2(w;Ht−1)
(
Γ̂t(w)− Q̂T (w)
)2
(∑T
t=1 h(w;Ht−1)
)2 . (11)
As Theorem 2 suggests, the asymptotic behavior of our estimator is largely determined by the
behavior of the propensity scores e(w;Ht−1) and evaluation weights h(w;Ht−1). If the former’s
behavior is problematic, the latter can correct for that. For instance, the bounded moments as-
sumption (9) implies that when e(w;Ht−1) decays very fast, the evaluation weights must also decay
at an appropriate rate so that the variance of the estimator does not explode.
In particular, the sequence of ratios h2(w;Ht−1)/e(w;Ht−1) is an important object, because it can
be shown to govern the variance of our estimator. The “variance convergence” condition 2 requires
that
∑
t h
2(w;Ht−1)/e(w;Ht−1) converges to its expectation in ratio, and intuitively it implies that
the variation from running a single experiment for a long time is the same as the variation over an
“average run” of the experiment. Such variance stability conditions play an integral role in central
limit theorems (see e.g., the discussion in Hall and Heyde (1980, Section 3.4)).
If the weights h(w;Ht−1) are not constructed appropriately, then h2(w;Ht−1)/e(w;Ht−1) may
behave erratically and the “variance convergence” condition 2 can fail. A primary example of
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this failure is a bandit experiment in which there are multiple optimal arms and uniform weights
h(w;Ht−1) = 1 are used. In this setting, the bandit algorithm may spuriously choose one arm at
random early on and assign the vast majority of observations to it, so that no run of the experiment
will look like an “average run” and the ratio in (8) will not converge. Or it may switch between
arms infinitely often, in which case the ratio will converge only if it switches quickly enough that
the random order is “forgotten” in the average. In the next section, we will show how to construct
weights so that “variance convergence” is non-asymptotic, i.e., so that the ratio in (8) is equal to
one for all sample sizes T .
Condition (10) is used to show that stabilizing this ratio is sufficient to stabilize our estimator’s
variance. This condition allows for assignment probabilities that fail to converge, as they would
in a bandit experiment with no signal, so long as we use a consistent plug-in estimator. In the
context of a non-adaptive experiment, the AIPW estimator will have optimal asymptotic variance
when plim mˆ(w;Ht−1) = Q(w), and when it does not but plim e(w;Ht−1) = e∞(w), its excess
asymptotic variance is a function of e∞(w;Ht−1) and m∞(w)−Q(w).
2.3 Constructing variance-stabilizing weights
Given the results above, a natural question is how to choose weighting functions h for which
(6) is asymptotically unbiased and normal with low variance, i.e., for which we get narrow and
approximately valid confidence intervals. To this end, we’ll start by focusing on the variance
convergence condition (Assumption 2), the most delicate ingredient in our results. Once we have
a recipe for building weights that satisfy this condition, we’ll consider how to satisfy the other
conditions of Theorems 2 and how to optimize for power.
Recall that Assumption 2 requires the sum
∑T
t=1 h
2
t/et to concentrate around its expectation. A
direct way to ensure this is to make the sum deterministic. To do this, we choose weights via a
recursive “stick-breaking” procedure,1
h2t
et
=
(
1−
t−1∑
s=1
h2s
es
)
λ(w;Ht−1), (12)
where λt is an function that can depend on past data and satisfies 0 ≤ λt < 1 for all 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1,
and λT = 1. Because λT = 1, the definition above for t = T directly implies that
∑T
t=1 h
2
t/et = 1.
We refer to this class of weights as variance-stabilizing weights, and call the function λt an allocation
rate because qualitatively it captures the fraction of our remaining variance that we allocate to the
upcoming observation. This is a useful class to consider because the analyst has substantial freedom
in specifying them via the choice of λt, yet they satisfy Assumption 2 automatically. Furthermore,
they satisfy the other conditions of Theorem 2 with some generality.
Theorem 3. In the setting of Theorem 2, suppose that the treatment propensities satisfy
e(w;Ht−1) ≥ Ct−α (13)
1For notational efficiency, whenever it does not lead to confusion we will drop the superscripts and the dependence
on arm and history and write, e.g., Q̂T simply to mean our adaptively-weighted estimator (6), ht for evaluation
weights, et for assignment probabilities, and so on. Expectations of a random variable X conditional on the history
up to (and including) some period t will be denoted by Et [X].
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for α ∈ [0, 1) and any constant C > 0. Then the variance-stabilizing weights (12) defined by an
allocation rate λt satisfy Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 if the allocation rate satisfies λ(w;Ht−1) < 1 for
t < T , λ(w;HT−1) = 1 and, for finite constant C ′ > 1,
1
c
1
1 + T − t ≤ λ(w;H
t−1) ≤ C ′ e(w;H
t−1)
t−α + T 1−α − t1−α . (14)
The main requirement of Theorem 3 is (13), a limit on the rate at which treatment assignment
propensities et decay. Given this constraint, the allocation rate bounds (14) are weak ones that, as
argued below, allow for most reasonable things an analyst may want to do.
Given these simple sufficient conditions for our asymptotic normality result (Theorem 2) when we
use variance-stabilizing weights, it remains to choose a specific allocation rate λ(w;Ht−1). The
simplest choice of allocation rate is
λt = 1/(T − t+ 1), (15)
which allocates the same variance to all observations. Given this choice, we can solve (12) in closed
form and get ht =
√
et/T . Weights of this type were proposed by Luedtke and van der Laan (2016)
for the purpose of estimating one-sided directionally differentiable parameters, such as the expected
value of non-unique optimal policies. We call this method the constant allocation scheme.
To improve precision, we can choose λt adaptively. To get some intuition about what optimality
might look like, recall that the variance of Q̂hT (w) essentially scales like
∑
t(h2t/et) / (
∑
t ht)2. This
implies that, in the absence of any constraints on how we choose the weights, we would minimize
variance by setting ht ∝ et; this can be accomplished using the allocation rate λt = et/
∑T
s=t es.
By using these weights ht, we would essentially transform the IPW estimator back into the sam-
ple mean: the resulting adaptively-weighted IPW estimator differs from Q̂AVG(w) only in that it
replaces the normalization 1/
∑T
t=1 1({Wi = w}) with 1/
∑T
t=1 et.
Our results do not apply to this choice of allocation rate because λt contains terms that depend on
future treatment assignment probabilities; our analysis requires that λt depends only on the past
history Ht−1. However, the form of the optimal non-adaptive allocation function suggests a natural
heuristic choice for λt with this property:
λ(w;Ht−1) = Êt−1
[
e(w;Ht−1)∑T
s=t e(w;Hs−1)
]
, (16)
where Êt−1 denotes an estimate of the future behavior of the propensity scores using information
up to the beginning of the current period. When Bayesian methods such as Thompson sampling
are used, this quantity can be estimated via Monte Carlo methods. A high-quality approximation
is not necessary for valid inference; for that all that is required is the satisfaction of the allocation
rate bounds (14). However, better approximations likely lead to better statistical efficiency.
In practice, the need to compute these estimates renders the construction (16) unwieldy. Further-
more, the way the resulting weights depend on our model of the assignment mechanism is fairly
opaque. As an alternative, we consider a simple two-point allocation scheme with similar qualitative
behavior.
Our two-point scheme proceeds as follows. Suppose that as in Theorem 3, we have a lower bound
(13) on the rate of decay of the propensity scores. We consider two possibilites: the arm w can be
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suboptimal, in which case et(w) will decay to zero no faster than Ct−α, or it can be optimal, in
which case et(w) will increase to one no faster than 1 − (K − 1)Ct−α, limited by the probability
allocated to the suboptimal arms. This reasoning suggests the following allocation rule, where At
denotes the event that arm w is optimal:
λt = Pt−1 [At]
1− (K − 1)Ct−α∑T
s=t (1− (K − 1)Cs−α)
+ (1− Pt−1 [At]) Ct
−α
C
∑T
s=t s
−α . (17)
When our bandit algorithm uses Thompson sampling, by design et approximates Pt−1 [At] in a
Bayesian sense. Substituting that and integral approximations to our sums, we get
λt = et
∫ t+1
t
(1− (K − 1)s−α) ds∫ T+1
t
(1− (K − 1)s−α) ds
+ (1− et)
∫ t+1
t
s−αds∫ T+1
t
s−αds
. (18)
Both the constant (15) and two-point (18) allocation schemes satisfy the allocation rate bounds
(14) from Theorem 3. And the reasoning behind our two-point rule suggests that these allocation
rate bounds should not be burdensome for other candidate allocation rules. Essentially, we found
that we should use a larger allocation rate when we’re concerned about w being the bad arm and,
in the extreme where we’re sure w is the bad arm we should use λt ∝ 1/(T 1−α − t1−α), whereas in
the other extreme we should use λt ∝ et/(T − t). Both of these extremes are permitted by (14).
3 Estimating Treatment Effects
Our discussion so far has focused on estimating the value Q(w) of a single arm w. In many
applications, however, we may seek to provide inference for a wider variety of estimands, starting
with treatment effects of the form ∆(w1, w2) = E [Yt(w1)− Yt(w2)]. There are two natural ways to
approach this problem in our framework. The first involves re-visiting our discussion from Section
2.1, and directly defining unbiased scoring rules for ∆(w1, w2) that can then be used as the basis for
an adaptively-weighted estimator. The second is to re-use the value estimates derived above and set
∆̂(w1, w2) = Q̂(w1)− Q̂(w2); the challenge then becomes how to provide uncertainty quantification
for ∆̂(w1, w2). We discuss both approaches below.
For the first approach, we need to start by construction an unbiased scoring rule for ∆(w1, w2).
As in the case of estimating Q(w), there are several natural choices for such a scoring rule, one
particularly natural choice being the difference in AIPW scores used above,
Γ̂t(w1, w2) = Γ̂AIPWt (w1)− Γ̂AIPWt (w2), E
[
Γ̂t(w1, w2)
∣∣Ht−1] = ∆(w1, w2). (19)
One can then construct asymptotically normal estimates of ∆(w1, w2) by adaptively weighting the
scores Γ̂t(w1, w2) as in (6). In the appendix, our main formal result allows for adaptively weighted
estimation of general targets, such that both Theorem 2 and adaptively weighted estimation with
scores (19) are special cases of this result.2
2 Our result allows for considerably more generality than either of the cases discussed above, and applies whenever
our target admits a doubly robust estimator in the sense of Chernozhukov et al. (2016) whose Riesz representer is a
function of the treatment assignment mechanism. For example, consider an adaptive clinical trial setting in which
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The second approach is conceptually straightforward; however, we still need to check that the
estimator ∆̂(w1, w2) = Q̂(w1)− Q̂(w2) can be used for asymptotically normal inference about
∆(w1, w2). Theorem 4 provides such a result, under a modified version of the conditions of Theorem
2 along with an extra assumption (21).
Theorem 4. In the setting of Theorem 2, let w1, w2 ∈ W denote a pair of arms, and suppose that
Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied for both arms. In addition, suppose that the variance estimates
defined in (11) satisfy
V̂T (w1)
/
V̂T (w2)
p−−−−→
T→∞
r ∈ [0,∞]. (21)
and that for at least one j ∈ {1, 2}, either
mˆ(wj ;Ht−1)
a.s.−−−→
t→∞ Q(wj) or e(wj ;H
t−1) a.s.−−−→
t→∞ 0. (22)
Then the vector of studentized statistics (11) for w1 and w2 is asymptotically jointly normal with
identity covariance matrix. Moreover, ∆̂T (w1, w2) below is a consistent estimator of ∆(w1, w2) =
E [Yt(w1)− Yt(w2)],
∆̂T (w1, w2) :=
∑T
t=1 ht(w1)Γ̂t(w1)∑T
t=1 ht(w1)
−
∑T
t=1 ht(w2)Γ̂t(w2)∑T
t=1 ht(w2)
, (23)
and the following studentized statistic is asymptotically standard normal.
∆̂T (w1, w2)−∆(w1, w2)(
V̂T (w1) + V̂T (w2)
)1/2 d−−−−→T→∞ N (0, 1). (24)
Both approaches inference about ∆(w1, w2) are of interest, and may be relevant in different set-
tings. In our experiments, we focus on difference-in-value estimators ∆̂(w1, w2) = Q̂(w1)− Q̂(w2)
as studied in Theorem 4, as we found them to have higher power—presumably because allowing
separate weights ht(w) for different arms gives us more control over the variance. However, adap-
tively weighted estimators following (19) that directly target the difference ∆(w1, w2) may also be
of interest in some applications. In particular, they obviate the need for the an additional assump-
tion like (21) and, following the line of argumentation in Zhang et al. (2020), they may be more
robust to non-stationarity of the distribution of the potential outcomes Yt(w).
patients were given random doses of a continuous treatment Wt drawn from a time-varying dosing policy ft(w),
i.e., Wt is a random variable with density ft(w), and write m(w) = E [Yt(w)]. Now suppose that, given a specific
treatment assignment policy with density f(w), we are interested in estimating ψ(m) =
∫
m′(w)f(w)dw, i.e., how
patients’ outcomes would change if they received doses in slightly larger amounts than those suggested by the baseline
policy f(w). An unbiased scoring rule for this estimand is
Γ̂t = γtYt +
(∫
mˆ′(w)f(w)dw − γtmˆ(Wt)
)
where γt = −f
′(Wt)
ft(Wt)
, (20)
and our results apply to inference about ψ(m) by adaptively weighted aggregation of these Γ̂t.
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Figure 2: Estimates of Q(3)−Q(1) across simulation settings, using different evaluation weights.
4 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we examine the performance of our proposed variance-stabilizing weighting scheme
with a two-point allocation against other possible evaluation weight alternatives across simple sim-
ulation designs. The alternative weighting schemes are: uniform, where ht = 1; constant allocation
rate, where ht =
√
et/T ; and one that we denote by propscore and is defined by ht = et. The
last one minimizes the asymptotic variance; intuitively, by canceling out the explosive 1/et factor
explained in the beginning of the previous section. Recall that the uniformly weighted estimator is
unbiased by Proposition 1 but may not allow for asymptotically normal inference, while both the
constant and two-point allocation rates are covered by the central limit result in Theorem 2. The
propscore weighted estimator is not covered by any of these formal results.
The simulation setups are: no-signal setting where all the true arm means are set to Q(w) = 1
for all w ∈ {1, 2, 3}, low signal case where Q(w) = 0.9 + 0.1w; and high SNR setting where
Q(w) = 0.5 + 0.5w. In all cases, rewards are observed with additive uniform[−1, 1] noise. All
simulations were run for a length of T = 20000 with 1000 replications, we used the sample mean
of arm rewards up to period t − 1 as the plug-in estimator mˆt(w), and we imposed a floor on
assignment probabilities ensuring that e(Xi) ≥ 0.1/
√
t. Some additional results are shown in the
Appendix.3
Figure 2 shows the difference in performance among weighting schemes when estimating the contrast
between arm meansQ(3)−Q(1) across the length of the experiment. We see that uniform evaluation
weights are always inferior, in that across both simulation designs they display worse RMSE and
3Reproduction code can be found at https://github.com/gsbDBI/adaptive-confidence-intervals.
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Figure 3: Estimates of Q(1) and Q(3) across simulation settings after T = 20000 observations.
attain no better performance in terms of coverage or bias. The propscore weights minimize the
RMSE in the high SNR setting due of its variance-minimizing property, but exhibit much worse
coverage in the no-signal setting because they fail to produce asymptotically normal confidence
intervals (see Figure 4 in the Appendix).
The variance-stabilizing weights present themselves as a safe choice regardless of the setting. In
the no-signal case, they have much better RMSE than uniform but much better coverage than
propscore. In the high signal case, they attain better coverage at a moderate cost in terms of
RMSE. In addition, because the two-point allocation method is able to use additional information
about what we expect the future of the propensity scores to look like, its RMSE loss in the high
SNR case is mitigated (see Figure 5 for the behavior of λt over the experiment).
Figure 3 shows arm statistics at the end of the experiment at T = 20000 for estimates of the
“bad” arm Q(1) and for the “good” arm Q(3) separately, and it demonstrates that most of the
poor performance in the contrast estimates is caused by high variance in estimates of the “bad”
arm Q(1). While propscore attains the lowest variance, the two-point allocation is able to track its
performance more closely than the constant allocation, without a penalty in terms of bias that we
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observe for propscore.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the bias for the “bad” arm can be non-monotonic. In the no-signal
case, the bias is low because there are no “good” arm and “bad” arm, and estimates of Q(1) and
Q(3) should be interchangeable, as observed in Figure 3.4 In the high signal case, the assignment
probability of pulling “bad” arm decays so fast that it only receives very few observations, most of
which happen in the beginning where samples are less biased.
5 Related literature
Most of the literature on policy evaluation with adaptively collected data focuses on learning or esti-
mating the value of an optimal policy. The classical literature (e.g., Rosenberger and Lachin, 2015,
Chapters 10 and 11) focuses on strategies for allocating treatment in clinical trials to optimize vari-
ous criteria. These include, for example, sequential maximum likelihood procedures that iteratively
update the assignment probabilities to minimize the variance of a treatment effect estimate, as well
as simple greedy and bandit-like rules that aim to optimize participant outcomes during the study.
The focus of this work is on testing the sign of a treatment effect, i.e., determining whether a treat-
ment is helpful or harmful relative to control. van der Laan (2008) generalizes this substantially,
addressing the problem of optimally allocating treatment to estimate or test a hypothesis about a
finite-dimensional parameter of the distribution of Xt, Yt(w)w∈W , where Xt represent covariates.
These procedures tend not to undersample treatments relevant to the estimand or hypothesis of
interest because doing so would be suboptimal.
The problem of policy evaluation in a setting where treatment is sequentially randomized but oth-
erwise unrestricted is also considered by van der Laan and Lendle (2014, Section 10). The estimator
they consider in their Section 10.3, when specialized to the problem of estimating an arm value,
reduces to the augmented inverse propensity weighting estimator (5). They establish asymptotic
normality of their estimator under assumptions implying that a non-negligible proportion of partic-
ipants is assigned the treatment of interest throughout the study, i.e. et(w) ≥ η > 0. Luedtke and
van der Laan (2016) proposes a stabilized variant of this estimator to address a problem that arises
when estimating one-sided directionally differentiable parameters (see, e.g., Hirano and Porter,
2012). Its focus is estimating the value of the optimal policy for assigning treatment on the basis of
covariates when that optimal policy may be non-unique. The essential challenge is that we cannot
expect an estimate of the optimal policy to converge to any single element of the set of optimal
policies. And while the value of any specific policy pi : X → W is a differentiable functional, admit-
ting an asymptotically normal estimator analogous to (5), its derivative and therefore the specific
form and variance of the double robust score Γ̂AIPWt,pi varies from policy to policy. As a result, using
this analog of (5) with double robust score Γ̂AIPWt,pˆin based on a non-convergent estimate pˆin of the
optimal policy can lead to discontinuous jumps in variance when the policy pˆin changes. This results
in a non-normal asymptotic distribution. The authors solve this problem by dividing the data into
J batches and within batches using an estimate pˆij of the optimal policy based on previous batches
to fix a double-robust score Γ̂AIPWt,pˆij and form a studentized average σˆ
−1
j Γ¯j of scores within that
4As expected the value estimates for all arms are biased downwards, reflecting the result of Nie et al. (2018).
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batch. The proposed estimator is a rescaled average over batches,
Qˆ = Σˆ · 1
J
∑
j≤J
σˆ−1j Γ¯j , Σˆ−1 :=
1
J
∑
j≤J
σˆ−1j ,
with the property that Σˆ−1(Qˆ−Q) is an average of studentized statistics and therefore asymp-
totically normal. In Luedtke and van der Laan (2018), the authors discuss the application of this
approach to other one-sided differentiable parameters and mention that, because their estimator
has the same martingale structure as that of van der Laan and Lendle (2014), it could also be used
with sequentially randomized treatments. However, they do not pursue this idea further.
One recent paper whose aim is closely related to ours is Deshpande et al. (2017). They propose a
method, W-decorrelation, and show that it yields consistent and asymptotically normal estimates
of linear regression coefficients when the data has strong serial correlation, and therefore can be
applied to estimating average arm values in non-contextual and linear-contextual bandits. In the
multi-armed bandit case with no covariates, their estimates of arm values take the form
Q̂WDT (w) := Y¯w,T +
T∑
t=1
at,w(Yt − Y¯w,T ) where at,w := 11 + λ
(
λ
1 + λ
)NWt,t−1
I{Wt = w},
where Nw,t and Y¯w,t represent the number of times arm w was selected and the sample average
of its rewards up to period t, and λ is a tuning parameter. We provide a numerical evaluation
of W-decorrelation in our simulation setting in the Appendix, but find it to produce policy value
estimates with extremely high variance relative to our method. We also note results from Zhang
et al. (2020) on inference with data from batched bandits, posted after we disseminated the first
draft of this paper.
Finally, in a paper related to ours in motivation, Kasy and Sautmann (2019) studies the design of
bandits when the goal is to conduct inference after the experiment. The paper focuses on Bayesian
inference, which justifies ignoring adaptivity. The focus of the paper is on developing optimal
assignment rules that minimize the posterior variance. In contrast, our paper focuses on frequentist
confidence intervals.
6 Discussion
Adaptive experiments such as multi-armed bandits are often a more efficient way of collecting data
than traditional randomized controlled trials. However, they bring about several new challenges
for inference. Is it possible to use bandit-collected data to estimate parameters that were not
targeted by the experiment? Will the resulting estimates have asymptotically normal distributions,
allowing for our usual frequentist confidence intervals? This papers provided sufficient conditions
for these questions to be answered in the affirmative, and proposed an estimator that satisfies these
assumptions by construction. Our approach relies on constructing averaging estimators where
the weights are carefully adapted so that the resulting asymptotic distribution is normal with
low variance. In empirical applications, we have shown that our method outperforms existing
alternatives, in terms of both mean squared error and coverage.
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We believe this work represents an important step towards a broader research agenda for policy
learning and evaluation in adaptive experiments. Some natural questions left open include the
following.
What other estimators can be used for normal inference with adaptively collected data? In this
paper, we have focused on estimators derived via the adaptively weighted AIPW construction (6).
However, this is not the only way to obtain normal confidence intervals. For example, in the setting
of Theorem 2, one could also consider the weighted average estimator
Q̂h-avgT (w) =
T∑
t=1
I {Wt = w}
ht
(
w; Ht−1
)
et (w; Ht−1)
Yt
/ T∑
t=1
I {Wt = w}
ht
(
w; Ht−1
)
et (w; Ht−1)
. (25)
Here we’ve focused on AW-AIPW estimators because they readily allow formal study in a more
general setting; however, the simpler estimator (25) in the special case of evaluating a single arm
is obviously of interest. In our numerical experiments, we found (25) to have performance that
was essentially indistinguishable from AW-AIPW, so we did not pursue it further.5 More broadly,
however, it would be valuable to understand when, e.g., ht(w)-weighted OLS regression allows for
inference based on asymptotic normality.
What should an optimality theory look like? Our result in Theorem 2 provides one recipe for building
confidence intervals using an adaptive data collection algorithm like Thompson sampling for which
we know the treatment assignment probabilities. Here, however, we have no optimality guarantees
on the width of these confidence intervals. It would be of considerable interest to characterize, e.g.,
the minimum worst-case expected width of confidence intervals that can be built using such data.
How do our results generalize to more complex sampling designs? In many application areas, there’s
a need for method for policy evaluation and inference that work with more general designs such as
contextual bandits, and in settings with non-stationarity or random stopping.
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Figure 4: Asymptotic distribution of the studentized statistic (∆̂hT −∆)/Vˆ 1/2T at T = 20000.
A Additional Figures
In this section we continue Section 4 and show some additional numerical results.
Failure of asymptotic normality In Figure 4 we show how the estimators of the contrast
∆T = Q(3)−Q(1) that use uniform weights ht ≡ 1 and propscore weights ht = et fail to be normal
even after T = 20000 observations. We compare our studentized statistic (∆̂hT − ∆)/V̂ 1/2T to one
where we replaced the variance estimate by its true value, (∆̂hT −∆)/V 1/2T , approximated by taking
sample standard deviation of Q̂ht across 1000 simulations.
λt path Figure 5 shows how the fraction of variance allocated to the current observation changes
for the good and bad arms across simulation designs by our two-point allocation scheme. On the
top row, we see that the value of λt decays over time, indicating the earlier observations receive
more weight. On the bottom row, we see that once it becomes clearer that the arm is optimal, the
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Figure 5: Values of (T − t)λt under the two-point allocation specification (18).
allocation rate becomes roughly constant.
Comparison to W-decorrelation Figure 6 compares our “two-point allocation method” for
variance stabilization to the W-decorrelation method of Deshpande et al. (2017). We see that
although both methods attain the correct coverage, W-decorrelation requires much more variance,
resulting in an estimator that typically has much higher mean squared error.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the adaptively weighted estimator (6) with two-point allocation
evaluation weights (18) against W-decorrelation.
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B Limit theorems for adaptively weighted unbiased scores
In this section, we will prove more general versions of Theorems 2-4 from the body of the paper.
B.1 Setting
In Section 2.1, we alluded to the fact that scoring rules can be used to construct estimators for a
wide variety of estimands. We consider a setting in which there is a sequence of independent and
identically distributed real-valued potential outcomes (Yt(w))w∈W for treatments in an arbitrary
setW. At each time-step we observe a realized treatment Wt and the corresponding outcome Yt :=
Yt(Wt), where the distribution of Wt is a known function of the history Ht−1 := {(Ys,Ws) : s < t}.
Letting m(w) := E[Y (w)] be the mean potential outcome at a given level of treatment, our goal is
to estimate ψ(m) where ψ is a linear functional that is continuous on the space L2(Pt−1) of Ht−1-
conditionally square integrable functions for all t. This continuity property implies the existence of
a unique Riesz representer of ψ on each space, i.e., a function γ(·;Ht−1) ∈ L2(Pt−1) satisfying
E[γ(Wt;Ht−1)f(Wt) | Ht−1] = ψ(f) for all f ∈ L2(Pt−1). (26)
Using this Riesz representer, we define an unbiased scoring rule
Γ̂t = ψ(mˆ) + γ(Wt;Ht−1)
(
Yt − mˆ(Wt;Ht−1)
)
(27)
in terms of an estimate mˆ(·;Ht−1) of m based on the history. This framework generalizes the one
used in Chernozhukov et al. (2016), Hirshberg and Wager (2017), and references therein to the
non-iid setting we consider here, in which ‖f‖2L2(Pt−1) = E[f(Wt)2 | Ht−1], the space L2(Pt−1) is
the set of functions with ‖f‖L2(Pt−1) <∞, and continuity is the existence of a constant ct−1 for
which |ψ(f)| ≤ ct−1‖f‖L2(Pt−1) for all functions f ∈ L2(Pt−1).
Theorems 5, 6 and 7 below concern this general setting. Theorems 2, 3 and 4 in the main section
of the paper are special cases of these results. In Section B.2 below, we explain in more detail how
to map the general results back to the cases of interest in the paper.
As we did before, we economize on notation by writing subscripts instead of explicitly conditioning
on the history so that γt(·) ≡ γ(·;Ht−1), mt ≡ m(·;Ht−1), and so on. Also, we avoid some parens
clutter by writing Et−1 [X]p to mean (Et−1 [X])p. Finally, whenever it does not lead to confusion
we will write Et−1 [f ] to mean Et−1 [f(Wt)] for functions of the treatment.
Assumption 4 (Infinite sampling). The evaluation weights ht satisfy(∑T
t=1 ht
)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
] p−−−−→
T→∞
∞. (28)
Assumption 5 (Variance convergence). The evaluation weights ht satisfy, for some p > 1,∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
] Lp−−−−→
T→∞
1 for p > 1. (29)
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Assumption 6 (Bounded moments). The evaluation weights ht satisfy, for some δ > 0,∑T
t=1 h
2+δ
t Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1+δ/2 p−−−−→T→∞ 0. (30)
Theorem 5 (General CLT for adaptively weighted scores). In the setting described above, suppose
that the variance of Yt(w) is bounded from above and away from zero and that E
[|Yt(w)|2+δ] is
bounded from above for some δ > 0, with all bounds uniform in w; that γt satisfies Et−1γ2t > b for
every t for some b > 0; and that mˆt is a uniformly bounded sequence of estimators of the conditional
mean functionm that converges to some functionm∞ in the sense that ||mˆt −m∞||L∞(Pt−1) a.s−−−→t→∞ 0.Let ht denote Ht−1-measurable non-negative weights satisfying Assumptions 4, 5 and 6, and suppose
that either
||mˆ−m||L∞(Pt−1) a.s−−−→t→∞ 0 or Et−1
[
γ2t
] a.s.−−−→
t→∞ γ¯
2
∞ ∈ (0,∞]. (31)
Then for Γ̂t defined in (27), the adaptively weighted estimator
ψˆT =
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))∑T
t=1 ht
(32)
converges to ψ(m) in probability and the following studentized statistic is asymptotically normal:
ψˆT − ψ(m)
V̂
1
2
T
d−−−−→
T→∞
N (0, 1), where V̂T :=
∑T
t=1 h
2
t
(
Γ̂t − ψˆT
)2
(∑T
t=1 ht
)2 . (33)
Theorem 6 (Construction of variance-stabilizing weights). In the setting of Theorem 5, suppose
that the sequence of Riesz representers γt satisfy
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
2+δ ≤ C and Et−1
[
γ2t
] ≤ C ′tα for all t (34)
for some positive δ, nonnegative α ∈ [0, δ/(2+δ)), and positive constants C,C ′. Then the variance-
stabilizing weights defined by the recursion
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
=
(
1−
t−1∑
s=1
h2sEs−1
[
γ2s
])
λt (35)
will satisfy the infinite sampling (28), variance convergence (29) and Lyapunov (30) conditions if
the allocation rate satisfies λt < 1 for t < T , λT = 1, and for some positive constant C ′′,
1
1 + T − t ≤ λt ≤ C
′′ Et−1
[
γ2t
]−1
t−α + T 1−α − t1−α . (36)
Theorem 7 (CLT for adaptively-weighted unbiased score differences). In the setting above, let
ψ1, ψ2 be two linear functionals satisfying the continuity property described above for every t. Let
γt,1, γt,2 be sequences of Riesz representers for ψ1 and ψ2, with Et−1
[
γ2t,j
]
> b > 0 for every t
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and j. For j ∈ {1, 2}, let mˆt,j be a sequence of uniformly bounded estimators of m such that
||mˆt,j − m∞,j ||L∞(Pt−1) a.s−−−→t→∞ 0 for a fixed function m∞,j. In addition, let Γ̂t,j be a sequence of
scores of the form
Γ̂t,j = ψj(mˆt,j) + γt,j(Yt − mˆt,j(Wt)) (37)
and let ht,j denote Ht−1-measurable non-negative weights. Suppose that each pair of sequences
ht,j , γt,j satisfies Assumptions 4, 5 and 6. And suppose that, in terms of these sequences and V̂T,j
defined below, the following conditions are satisfied:
V̂T,1
/
V̂T,2
p−−−−→
T→∞
r ∈ [0,∞] (38)∑T
t=1 ht,1ht,2Et−1 [γt,1γt,2]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,1
]1/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2γ
2
t,2
]1/2 p−−−−→T→∞ 0 (39)
Either ||mˆt,j −m||L∞(Pt−1) a.s−−−→t→∞ 0 or Et−1
[
γ2t,j
] a.s.−−−→
t→∞ ∞ for at least one j.
(40)
Then the vector of studentized statistics defined by (33) for each parameter is asymptotically jointly
normal with identity covariance matrix. Moreover, the estimator ψˆT,1 − ψˆT,2 defined below is a
consistent estimator of ψ1(m)− ψ2(m),
ψˆT,1 − ψˆT,2 :=
∑T
t=1 ht,1Γ̂t,1∑T
t=1 ht,1
−
∑T
t=1 ht,2Γ̂t,2∑T
t=1 ht,2
, (41)
and the following studentized statistic is asymptotically standard normal:
ψˆT,1 − ψˆT,2 − (ψ1(m)− ψ2(m))(
V̂T,1 + V̂T,2
)1/2 d−−−−→T→∞ N (0, 1) where V̂T,j :=
∑T
t=1 h
2
t,j
(
Γ̂t,j − ψˆT,j
)2
(∑T
t=1 ht,j
)2 . (42)
B.2 Specializing general results
Let’s see how to apply the theorems above to the estimands discussed in the main section.
Arm-specific value For the arm-value estimand considered in Theorem 2 the functional is
ψ(f) = f(w), which evaluates the conditional mean function of the outcome at a specific treat-
ment level, i.e., ψ(m) = m(w). Conditional on the history up to period t− 1, the Riesz representer
of this functional is γt = I {· = w} /et(w). To confirm this, note that for any square-integrable
function f ,
Et−1 [γt(Wt)f(Wt)] = Et−1
[
I {Wt = w}
et(w)
f(w)
]
= f(w)
et(w)
Et−1 [I {Wt = w}] = f(w).
Plugging this functional and Riesz representer into the general scoring rule (27), we get Γ̂AIPWt
that was defined in (5).
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Theorem 2 in the main section established sufficient conditions for consistency and asymptotic
normality of the adaptively weighted estimator Q̂hT that uses this scoring rule. This result is a
special case of Theorem 5, since conditions (28), (29), (30), (30) specialize to conditions (7), (8),
(9) and (10) by substituting Et−1
[
γ2t
]
= 1/et(w) and γ¯2∞ = 1/e∞.
Theorem 3 in the main section defined a class of variance-stabilizing schemes ht that satisfy condi-
tions for consistency and asymptotic normality of Q̂hT . This result was a special version of Theorem
6. To see why, note that if we specialize Et−1
[
γ2t
]
= 1/et(w) the definition of a general variance-
stabilizing weight (35) reduces to variance-stabilizing weights for the arm value (12). Moreover,
substituting Et−1
[|γt|2+δ] = 1/e1+δt (w), conditions (13) and (14) correspond to the first half of
(34) and condition (36). The sole remaining assumption of the general theorem is the second part
of condition (34), which is satisfied for arbitrary δ > 1:
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
2+δ =
1/e1+δt
1/e2+δt
≤ 1.
Treatment effects As we mentioned in Section 3, a straightforward approach for construct-
ing an estimator of the average difference in values ψ(m) := m(w1) − m(w2) is to use the score
Γ̂DIFFt := Γ̂t(w1)− Γ̂t(w2). Naturally, since each scoring rule Γ̂t(wj) is unbiased for its target
arm value, their difference is unbiased for the difference in arm values. Theorem 5 covers the
conditions for consistency and asymptotic normality of this estimator. In this case, the Riesz
representer of the functional is γt = I {· = w1} /et(w1) − I {· = w2} /et(w2), and we note that
Et−1
[
γ2t
]
= 1/et(w1) + 1/et(w2).
We also proposed an alternative estimator (23) in which each unbiased scoring rule received its
own sequence of evaluation weights. Asymptotic normality of this estimator was established in
Theorem 4, which is a special instance of Theorem 7. In this case, the functionals are ψ1(m) =
E [Yt(w1)] and ψ2(m) = E [Yt(w2)], and their Riesz representers are γt,1 = I {· = w1} /et(w1) and
γt,2 = I {· = w2} /et(w2). Substituting these specializations, conditions (38) and (40) in Theorem 7
simplify to their counterparts (21) and (22) in Theorem 4. And condition (39) is always satisfied:
γt,1γt,2 =
I {Wt = w1}
et(w1)
I {Wt = w2}
et(w2)
= 0.
Average Derivative The average derivative example in footnote 2 is also covered by Theorem
5. In this case the linear functional is ψ(m) =
∫
m′(w)f(w)dw. To confirm the Riesz representer
γt(w) = −f ′(w)/ft(w), note that for any differentiable function g,
Et−1 [γt(Wt)g(Wt)] =
∫
γt(w)g(w)ft(w)dw = −
∫
f ′(w)
ft(w)
g(w)ft(w)dw =
∫
g′(w)f(w)dw,
(43)
where the last equality holds via by integration by parts assuming that the treatment assignment
distribution f(w) is zero at ±∞.
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C Proofs
C.1 Proof of Theorem 5
Overview We will follow a familiar proof technique that involves three steps. We will first prove
a CLT for the following auxiliary martingale difference sequence
ξT,t :=
ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))(∑T
t=1 E
[
h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]) 1
2
(44)
by proving that it satisfies the conditions in Proposition 8 below. Next, we will show consistency
of our estimator ψˆT for the true value ψ(m). Finally, we will show asymptotic normality of the
studentized version of ψˆT .
Proposition 8 (Martingale CLT). (e.g., Helland, 1982) Let {ξT,t,FT,t}Tt=1 be a square-integrable
martingale difference sequence triangular array. Then the sum
∑T
t=1 ξT,t will be asymptotically
normally distributed,
∑T
t=1 ξT,t
d−→ N (0, 1) if the following conditions hold.6
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[|ξT,t|2+δ] p−−−−→
T→∞
0 for some δ > 0 [Conditional Lyapunov condition] (45)
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[
ξ2T,t
] p−−−−→
T→∞
1 [Variance convergence] (46)
Proposition 9 (Convergence of quadratic variation). (e.g Hall and Heyde, 1980, Theorem 2.23)
Let {ξT,t,FT,t}Tt=1 be a square-integrable martingale difference sequence triangular array. Define
V 2T,t :=
t∑
s=1
Es−1
[
ξ2T,s
]
U2T,t :=
t∑
s=1
ξ2T,s. (47)
Suppose that the conditional Lyapunov condition (45) holds, and also that the conditional variances
are tight, that is supT P
[
V 2T,T > λ
]→ 0 as λ→∞. Then
sup
t
∣∣V 2T,t − U2T,t∣∣ p−−−−→
T→∞
0. (48)
Our goal is to prove that the auxiliary martingale difference sequence defined in (44) satisfies the
two martingale central limit conditions stated in Proposition 8. We begin by proving a few lemmas.
Lemma 10 (Convergence of weighted arrays). Let aT,t be a triangular sequence of nonnegative
weight vectors satisfying plimT→∞max1≤t≤T aT,t = 0 and plimT→∞
∑T
t=1 aT,t ≤ C for some con-
stant C. Also, let xt be a sequence of random variables satisfying xt
a.s−−−−→
T→∞
0 bounded by B. Then∑T
t=1 aT,txt
p−−−−→
T→∞
0.
6The relevant reference within Helland (1982) is Theorem 2.5(a), with condition conditional Lindeberg condition
(2.5) replaced with the stronger Lyapunov condition (2.9).
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Proof (Lemma 10). Without loss of generality we will prove this claim for C = 1. Fix some positive
 and δ. Almost-sure convergence of xt to zero implies that we can find a large enough t such that
|xt| <  with probability at least 1 − δ. Let A() denote the event in which this happens. Under
that event,
T∑
t=1
aT,txt ≤ B
∑
t≤t
aT,t +
∑
t>t
aT,t
≤ Bt max
1≤t≤T
aT,t + .
(49)
Therefore,
P
[
T∑
t=1
aT,txt > 2
]
= P
[{
T∑
t=1
aT,txt > 2
}
∩A()
]
+ P
[{
T∑
t=1
aT,txt > 2
}
∩Ac()
]
≤ P
[
Bt max
1≤t≤T
aT,t +  > 2
]
+ P [Ac()]
≤ P
[
Bt max
1≤t≤T
aT,t > 
]
+ δ
(50)
Since by assumption max1≤t≤T aT,t
p−→ 0 as T →∞ and δ is arbitrarily small, the claim follows.
Lemma 11 (Negligible weights). In the setting of Theorem (5), if the Lyapunov (30) assumption
is satisfied,
max1≤t≤T h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
] p−−−−→
T→∞
0 (51)
Proof (Lemma 11). We will show that the 2 + δ absolute power of (51) converges to zero.∣∣∣∣∣∣max1≤t≤T h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1+δ/2
≤ max1≤t≤T h
2+δ
t |Et−1
[
γ2t
] |1+δ/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1+δ/2 ≤
∑T
t=1 h
2+δ
t Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1+δ/2 .
(52)
Exchanging the maximum with the mapping f(x) = |x|1+δ/2 in the first inequality is justified
because the latter is an increasing function of x, and the second inequality follows from Jensen’s
inequality because f is a convex function. The right side converges to zero by (30). Because the
absolute power function f is continuous, convergence of the absolute power implies that the original
sequence in (51) also converges to zero, completing the proof.
Lemma 12. Behavior of score variance. The variance of the unbiased score Γ̂t conditional on past
data simplifies to
Et−1
[
(Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]
= Vart−1 [γt(mˆt −m)] + Et−1
[
γ2t σ
2] where σ2(w) = Var [Yt(w)] . (53)
Moreover, there exists a positive constant c such that
1
c
Et−1
[
γ2t
] ≤ Et−1 [(Γ̂t − ψ(m))2] ≤ cEt−1 [γ2t ] . (54)
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Proof (Lemma 12). Recalling that ψ(m) = Et−1Γ̂t and adding and subtracting γtm from (27),
Et−1
[(
Γ̂t − Et−1Γ̂t
)2]
= Et−1
[(
Γ̂t − ψ(m)
)2]
= Et−1
[
(ψ(mˆt −m)− γt(mˆt −m) + γt(Yt −m))2
]
= Et−1
[
ψ(mˆt −m)2
]
+ Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m)2
]
+ Et−1
[
γ2t (Yt −m)2
]
− 2Et−1 [ψ(mˆt −m)γt(mˆt −m)] + 2Et−1 [ψ(mˆt −m)γt(Yt −m)]
− 2Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m)(Yt −m)
]
.
(55)
We can simplify this further. The first term is simply ψ(mˆt −m) as it is Ht−1-measurable. The
third term equals Et−1
[
γ2t (Yt −m)2
]
= Et−1
[
γ2t σ
2]. In the fourth term, pull out the Ht−1-
measurable factor ψ(mˆt − m), and apply the Riesz representation property (26) to get ψ(mˆt −
m)Et−1 [γt(mˆt −m)] = ψ(mˆt −m)2. Apply the law of iterated expectations on the fifth and sixth
terms conditioning on both Ht−1 and Wt to show that those terms vanish. We are left with
= ψ(mˆt −m)2 + Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m)2
]
+ Et−1
[
γtσ
2]− 2ψ(mˆt −m)2. (56)
Using the Riesz representation property (26) rewrite ψ(mˆt −m)2 as Et−1 [γt(mˆt −m)]2,
= −Et−1 [γt(mˆt −m)]2 + Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m)2
]
+ Et−1
[
γtσ
2]
= Vart−1 [γt(mˆt −m)] + Et−1
[
γ2t σ
2] . (57)
This completes the first part of the proof. The lower bound in second part is an obvious consequence,
as by assumption σ2 is bounded below. The upper bound follows similarly because σ2, mˆt, and m
are uniformly bounded.
In possession of these results, we are ready to start the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof (Theorem 5). We must show that the Lyapunov and variance convergence conditions in 8 are
satisfied for the auxiliary martingale (44).
Lyapunov We would like to show that for some δ > 0,
T∑
t=1
E
[|ξT,t|2+δ] =
∑T
t=1 h
2+δ
t Et−1
[
|Γ̂t − ψ(m)|2+δ
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1+δ/2 p−−−−→T→∞ 0. (58)
Let’s begin by studying the numerator. By adding and subtracting γtm,
||Γ̂t − ψ(m)||L2+δ(Pt−1) = ‖ψ(mˆt −m)− γt(mˆt −m) + γt(Yt −m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1)
≤ ‖ψ(mˆt −m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1) + ‖γt(mˆt −m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1) + ‖γt(Yt −m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1) ,
(59)
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where we used Minkowski’s inequality in the second line. Let’s show that all three terms in (59) are
bounded by a multiple of ‖γt‖L2+δ(Pt−1). The first term is bounded by the second: via the Riesz
representation property (26), it is equal to ‖Et−1[γt(mˆt−m)]‖L2+δ(Pt−1), and by Jensen’s inequality,
this is bounded by ‖γt(mˆt −m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1). We use Hölder’s inequality to bound the second term:
‖γt(mˆt−m)‖L2+δ(Pt−1) ≤ ‖mˆt−m‖L∞(Pt−1)‖γt‖L2+δ(Pt−1) and mˆt−m is uniformly bounded. Using
the law of iterated expectation on the third term, Et−1[|γt|2+δEt−1[|Yt(Wt) − m(Wt)|2+δ|Wt]] .
Et−1|γt|2+δ because E[|Yt(w)|2+δ] is uniformly bounded. Collecting these results we have that
||Γ̂t − ψ(m)||L2+δ(Pt−1) . ‖γt‖L2+δ(Pt−1), or equivalently that Et−1[|Γ̂t − ψ(m)|2+δ] . Et−1[|γt|2+δ].
Substituting this bound for the terms in the numerator of (58) and bounding the terms in the
denominator from below using Lemma 12,
T∑
t=1
E
[|ξT,t|2+δ] . ∑Tt=1 h2+δt Et−1 [|γt|2+δ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1+δ/2 , (60)
which goes to zero in probability by the Lyapunov assumption (30).
Variance convergence Our goal is to show that the following sum of conditional variances
converges to one.
T∑
t=1
E
[
ξ2T,t
]
=
∑T
t=1 Et−1
[
h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] p−→ 1 (61)
The ratio in (61) is ZT /EZT for ZT =
∑T
t=1 Et−1h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2. We characterize the asymp-
totic behavior of ZT by decomposing it into ZT = AT + RT . The dominant term is AT =∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t f
]
for a time-invariant function f that is bounded from above and also bounded
away from zero. The magnitude of the remainder term RT is bounded by
∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1[γ2t ]xt, where
xt is a bounded and almost surely vanishing sequence. Both f and xt will be defined later. For
now, let’s assume that we have completed this characterization of ZT , and see how this fact allows
us to conclude the proof.
First, let’s show that RT = op(AT ). Because f is bounded away from zero, AT &
∑
t h
2
tEt−1[γ2t ].
Therefore, the magnitude of the ratio RT /AT is bounded by∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
xt∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1 [γ2t ]
. (62)
This ratio (62) is a weighted average of a bounded sequence xt converging almost-surely to zero
in the sense of Lemma 10, with weights that sum to one deterministically and are individually
negligible via Lemma 11 and Assumption 5. Hence by Lemma 10 it is op(1).
Next, we will show that ERT = o(EAT ). By Hölder’s inequality,
ERT
EAT
= E
[
RT
AT
AT
EAT
]
≤
∥∥∥∥RTAT
∥∥∥∥
Lq(P )
∥∥∥∥ ATEAT
∥∥∥∥
Lp(P )
(63)
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for some Hölder conjugates p, q. The second factor is bounded for some p > 1 as shown in (65)
below, and the first converges to zero for any finite q and therefore the conjugate of p, because
RT /AT converges to zero in probability and is uniformly bounded.
It follows from (62) and (63) that
ZT
EZT
= (1 + op(1))AT(1 + o(1))EAT
= AT
EAT
+ op
(
AT
EAT
)
. (64)
The main term AT /EAT converges to one in p-norm for some p > 1 and hence in probability, as
E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t f
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t f
] − 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p ≤ ∣∣∣∣ supw f(w)infw f(w)
∣∣∣∣p E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t
]− E [∑Tt=1 h2tγ2t ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p ,
(65)
recalling that f is bounded by above and away from zero, and by the variance condition (29) there
exists some number p > 1 for which the second factor in (65) converges to zero. We conclude that
ZT /EZT = 1 + op(1).
All that remains is to show that indeed ZT decomposes into AT and RT as claimed. Expanding
the expression for the conditional variance of Γ̂t from Lemma 12,
Et−1
[
(Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]
= Et−1
[
γ2t σ
2]+ Vart−1 [γt(mˆt −m)]
= Et−1
[
γ2t σ
2]
+ Et−1
[
γ2t (m∞ −m)2
]
+ 2Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m∞)(m∞ −m)
]
+ Et−1
[
γ2t (mˆt −m∞)2
]
− Et−1 [γt(m∞ −m)]2 − 2Et−1 [γt(mˆt −m∞)]Et−1 [γt(m∞ −m)]− Et−1 [γt(mˆt −m∞)]2
(66)
Consider the three terms in the left column of (66), i.e., those that do not involve mˆt. If mˆt is
consistent, the sum of these three terms is Et−1 [γtf ] for f(w) = σ2(w), as the terms involving
m∞ −m in (66) are zero. Thus, it suffices to show that the other terms make up the remainder
RT , i.e., that the magnitude of their sum after multiplying by h2t and summing across time periods
is bounded by
∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1[γ2t ]xt, where xt is a bounded and almost surely vanishing sequence.
It suffices to show that each term has this property individually, as by the triangle inequality
xt =
∑k
j=1 xt,j will be such a sequence if xt,1 . . . xt,k are.
Irrespective of whether mˆt is consistent, these other terms are remainder terms. By Hölder’s inequal-
ity, the magnitude of the third and fourth terms are bounded by Et−1[γ2t ]‖mˆt−m∞‖L∞(Pt−1)‖m∞−
m‖L∞(Pt−1) and Et−1[γ2t ]‖mˆt −m∞‖
2
L∞(Pt−1) respectively, and xt,1 := ‖mˆt −m∞‖L∞(Pt−1)‖m∞ −
m‖L∞(Pt−1) and xt,2 := ‖mˆt −m∞‖
2
L∞(Pt−1) are bounded and go to zero almost surely given our
assumptions that mˆt converges and mˆt and m are bounded. Furthermore, the sum of the third
term and the corresponding term on the line below it, and likewise the fourth and the one below
it, are smaller in magnitude than the third and fourth terms themselves — these sums are condi-
tional variances and covariances where the third and fourth terms themselves are conditional mean
squares — so they satisfy the same bounds.
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Now suppose mˆt is not consistent. In this case, we take f(w) = σ2(w)+(m∞(w)−m(w))2+ψ(m∞−
m)2(γ¯2∞)−1, recalling that γ¯2∞ > 0 by assumption. The difference between the sum of the three
terms in the left column of (66) and Et−1[γ2t f ] is Et−1 [γt(m∞ −m)]2−ψ(m∞−m)2(γ¯2∞)−1Et−1[γ2t ].
We must show that the contribution of this difference is another remainder term. Applying the Riesz
representation (26) to the first term, the difference simplifies to ψ(m∞−m)2(1−(γ¯2∞)−1Et−1γ2t ). By
assumption (31), the ratio (γ¯2∞)−1Et−1γ2t converges to one almost surely, so the difference converges
to zero almost surely. To confirm this is a remainder term note that 1 = Et−1
[
γ2t
]
(Et−1
[
γ2t
]
)−1 .
Et−1
[
γ2t
]
, since Et−1[γ2t ] is bounded away from zero, so our difference is bounded by Et−1[γ2t ]xt,3,
for xt,3 = ψ(m∞ −m)(1− (γ¯2∞)−1Et−1γ2t ).
This concludes the proof of asymptotic normality for the auxiliary martingale (44).
Consistency of ψˆT Starting from the definition of ψˆT in (6) and rearranging terms,
ψˆT − ψ(m) =
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))∑T
t=1 ht
=
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))∑T
t=1 E
[
h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1/2 E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1/2
∑T
t=1 ht
(67)
The first factor is simply
∑T
t=1 ξT,t, which have just shown to be asymptotically normal and hence
bounded in probability. By Lemma 12, the second factor is upper bounded by an expression that
goes to zero by the infinite sampling assumption (28),
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1/2
∑T
t=1 ht
.
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1/2
∑T
t=1 ht
. (68)
This implies that (67) is the product of a factor that is bounded in probability times one that
converges to zero in probability, and therefore it must also vanish in probability.
Asymptotic normality Rewrite the studentized statistic (11) as
ψˆT − ψ(m)
V̂
1
2
T
=
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))∑T
t=1 ht
/(∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψˆT )2
(
∑T
t=1 ht)2
)1/2
=
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))(∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψˆT )2
)1/2
=
(
T∑
t=1
ξT,t
)
×
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]
∑T
t=1 h
2
t
(
Γ̂t − ψˆT
)2

1/2
.
(69)
Since we have previously proved that the factor on the left is asymptotically normal, the remainder
of the proof will show that the factor on the right converges in probability to 1. Inverting the ratio
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and linearizing it around ψ(m),
∑T
t=1 h
2
t
(
Γ̂t − ψˆT
)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] = ∑Tt=1 h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] −2(ψˆT −ψ(m))
∑T
t=1 h
2
t
(
Γ̂t − ψ˜T
)
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] ,
(70)
with ψ˜T between ψ(m) and ψˆT by the mean value theorem. As we’ll show next, the first term
converges to one in probability, and the remaining term on the right converges to zero in probability.
Let’s show that the first term in (70) converges to one. It is the quadratic variation
∑
t=1 ξ
2
T,t of
the auxiliary martingale difference sequence defined in (44). We showed before that the conditional
variance
∑T
t=1 Et−1ξ2T,t converges to one in probability, and by Proposition 9 the conditional vari-
ance and the quadratic variation converge in probability, so it follows that the quadratic variation
converges to one in probability.
To complete the proof let’s show that the second term in (70) converges to zero. Because ψˆT
converges to ψ(m) in probability, so does ψ˜T . Hence we just need to show that the rightmost factor
in (70) is bounded in probability. Adding and subtracting
∑T
t=1 h
2
tψ(m) from its numerator,∑T
t=1 h
2
t
(
Γ̂t − ψ˜T
)
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] = ∑Tt=1 h2t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] + (ψ(m)− ψ˜T ) ∑Tt=1 h2t
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] .
(71)
Via Hölder’s inequality, the first term on the right-hand side of (71) is bounded as
∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] ≤ max1≤t≤T ht
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑T
t=1 ht(Γ̂t − ψ(m))
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
]1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(72)
which is the product of two factors. By Lemma 12, the first factor is upper bounded by
max1≤t≤T h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] . max1≤t≤T h2tEt−1 [γ2t ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
]1+δ/2 (73)
which goes to zero by Lemma 11. The second factor in (72) is the absolute value of something
that we have proven to converge to a standard normal random variable and is therefore bounded in
probability. Therefore, the first term on the right-hand side of (71) converges to zero in probability.
The second term on the right-hand side of (71) is also vanishing, as it is the product of the vanishing
factor ψ˜T − ψ(m) and a factor we can show to be no larger than constant order using our variance
convergence assumption (29) and a uniform lower bound on Et−1
[
γ2t
]
,∑T
t=1 h
2
tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
/Et−1
[
γ2t
]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t (Γ̂t − ψ(m))2
] . ∑Tt=1 h2tEt−1 [γ2t ]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t
] Lp−−−−→
T→∞
1. (74)
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
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C.2 General CLT for adaptively-weighted unbiased score differences
Proof (Theorem 7). We will first show that for any (t1, t2) ∈ R2, the linear combination of auxiliary
martingales t1ξt,1 + t2ξt,2 defined in (44) is asymptotically normal. By the Cramér-Wold theorem,
this will imply that the pair (ξt,1, ξt,2) is asymptotically normal as well.
Variance convergence We must show that the following converges to a constant,
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[
(t1ξt,1 + t2ξt,2)2
]
= t21
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[
ξ2t,1
]
+ t22
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[
ξ2t,2
]
+ 2t1t2
T∑
t=1
Et−1 [ξt,1ξt,2] . (75)
By the results proved in Theorem 2, the asymptotic variance of the auxiliary martingales is one, so
first two terms in (75) converge to t21 and t22. We will prove that the cross terms converge to zero
in probability, that is,∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1
Et−1 [ξt,1ξt,2]
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑T
t=1 ht,1ht,2
∣∣∣Et−1 [(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))]∣∣∣
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))2
]1/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))2
]1/2 p−−−−→T→∞ 0.
(76)
Begin by expanding the covariance of scores,
Et−1
[
(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))
]
= Et−1 [(ψ1(mˆt,1 −m) + γt,1(Yt − mˆt,1))(ψ2(mˆt,2 −m) + γt,2(Yt − mˆt,2)]
= Et−1 [ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)] + Et−1 [ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)γt,2(Yt − mˆt,2)]
+ Et−1 [ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)γt,1(Yt − mˆt,1)] + Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt − mˆt,1)(Yt − mˆt,2)] .
(77)
Since the ψj(mˆt,j −m) are Ht−1-measurable, they can be pulled out of the expectation; this is
= ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)ψ2(mˆt,2 −m) + ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)Et−1 [γt,2(Yt − mˆt,2)]
+ ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)Et−1 [γt,1(Yt − mˆt,1)] + Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt − mˆt,1)(Yt − mˆt,2)] ,
(78)
Noting that γt,j(Wt) and mˆt,j(Wt) are measurable with respect to (Ht−1,Wt), by the law of iterated
expectation Et−1 [γt,j(Yt − mˆt,j)] = Et−1 [γt,j(m− mˆt,j)]. Moreover, by the Riesz representation
property Et−1 [γt,j(m− mˆt,j))] = ψ(m− mˆt,j). If we make these substitutions in (78), the first and
second terms cancel out, leaving
= −ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)ψ2(mˆt,2 −m) + Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt − mˆt,1)(Yt − mˆt,2)] . (79)
Let’s focus on the last term. Adding and subtracting m from each (Yt,j −m) term,
Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt − mˆt,1)(Yt − mˆt,2)]
= Et−1
[
γt,1γt,2(Yt −m)2
]
+ Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt −m)(m− mˆt,1)]
+ Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(Yt −m)(m− mˆt,2)] + Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(m− mˆt,1)(m− mˆt,2)] ,
(80)
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Applying the law of iterated expectations conditioning on Ht−1 and Wt as above, the two middle
terms vanish, and the first simplifies to Et−1γt,1γt,2σ2. Plugging (80) back into (79), the covariance
of scores (77) becomes
Et−1
[
(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))
]
= Et−1
[
γt,1γt,2σ
2]+ Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(mˆt,1 −m)(mˆt,2 −m)]− ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)ψ2(mˆt,2 −m). (81)
Now substitute (81) into the numerator of (76) and bound it by three sums, each corresponding to
a term in (81), via the triangle inequality. Furthermore, substitute the lower bound from Lemma
12, Et−1
[
h2t,j(Γ̂t,j − ψ(m))2
]
& Et−1
[
h2t,jγ
2
t,j
]
, for each such term in the denominator. This gives
a three-term upper bound on (76),∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1
Et−1 [ξt,1ξt,2]
∣∣∣∣∣ .
∑T
t=1 ht,1ht,2Et−1
[
γt,1γt,2σ
2]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,1
]1/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,2
]1/2
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑T
t=1 ht,1ht,2Et−1 [γt,1γt,2(mˆt,1 −m)(mˆt,2 −m)]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,1
]1/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,2
]1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑T
t=1 ht,1ht,2ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,1
]1/2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,2
]1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
(82)
The first two terms in this bound go to zero in probability by assumption (39) and Hölder’s in-
equality, recalling that σ2, mˆt,j and m are bounded. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the last
term is bounded by∑Tt=1 h2t,1ψ1(mˆt,1 −m)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1γ
2
t,1
]
1/2∑Tt=1 h2t,2ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2γ
2
t,2
]
1/2 (83)
Let’s show that this product converges to zero in probability. Each factor can be written as
∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jψj(mˆt,j −m)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jγ
2
t,j
] = ∑Tt=1 h2t,jEt−1 [γ2t,j]
(
Et−1
[
γ2t,j
]−1
ψj(mˆt,j −m)2
)
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jγ
2
t,j
] , (84)
implying (84) is a weighted average of xt,j := (Et−1γ2t,j)−1ψj(mˆt,j − m)2 with weights at,T,j :=
(h2t,jEt−1γ2t,j)/
∑T
t=1 E
[
h2t,jγ
2
t,j
]
. The variance convergence assumption (29) implies that the sum
of these weights at,T,j is bounded in probability, and Lemma 11 implies that the largest weight
converges to zero in probability. So if in addition xt,j were to go to zero almost surely, Lemma 10
would apply and (84) would be op(1). Let’s show that this is true for at least one arm.
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Suppose that the consistency-convergence assumption (31) is satisfied for arm 1. Then
xt,1 .
ψ1(mˆt,1 −m∞,1)2
Et−1
[
γ2t,1
] + ψ1(m∞ −m)2
Et−1
[
γ2t,1
]
= Et−1 [γt,1(mˆt,1 −m∞,1)]
2
Et−1
[
γ2t,1
] + ψ1(m∞,1 −m)2
Et−1
[
γ2t,1
]
≤ Et−1
[
(mˆt,1 −m∞,1)2
]
+ ψ1(m∞,1 −m)
2
Et−1
[
γ2t,1
] ,
(85)
where in the first line we applied the quadratic inequality (a+ b)2 ≤ 2(a2 + b2) to the numerator,
and in the second and third lines we applied to the left term first the Riesz representation property
(26) and then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The resulting first term is bounded by ‖mˆt,1 −
m∞,1‖2L∞(Pt−1), which goes to zero almost surely by assumption. Let’s consider the second term. If
the mˆt is consistent then its numerator is zero, and since its denominator is bounded away from zero
we are done; otherwise, by (31) its denominator goes to infinity almost surely, and its denominator
is a nonzero constant. In either case the bound on xt,1 goes to zero almost surely. Therefore, as we
discussed in the previous paragraph, Lemma 10 indeed applies for arm 1 and (84) is op(1).
To deal with the remaining factor in (83), first apply the Riesz representation property to re-
place ψ2(mˆt,2 − m) by Et−1 [γt,2(mˆt,2 −m)], then apply Cauchy-Schwarz and use the fact that
Et−1
[
(mˆt,2 −m)2
]
is bounded since mˆt and m are bounded:∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2ψ2(mˆt,2 −m)2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jγ
2
t,j
] = ∑Tt=1 h2t,2Et−1 [γt,2(mˆt,2 −m)]2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jγ
2
t,j
] . ∑Tt=1 h2t,2Et−1 [γ2t,2]
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,jγ
2
t,j
] . (86)
By the variance convergence condition (29), (86) is bounded in probability. Therefore, we have just
shown that the product in (83) has one Op(1) and one op(1) factor, completing our argument that
all terms in (85) are negligible. This completes our proof of variance convergence.
Lyapunov condition This follows immediately from previous results, since
T∑
t=1
Et−1
[|t1ξt,1 + t2ξt,2|2+δ] . |t1|2+δ T∑
t=1
Et−1
[|ξt,1|2+δ]+ |t2|2+δ T∑
t=1
Et−1
[|ξt,2|2+δ] (87)
and we have shown that both sums on the right-hand side converge to zero asymptotically.
Joint normality The previous two paragraphs have shown that any linear combination of auxil-
iary martingales t1ξT,1+t2ξT,2 satisfies a martingale central limit theorem with asymptotic variance
t21 + t22. By the Cramér-Wold theorem, this implies that the vector
ZT :=
 ∑Tt=1 ht,1(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))2
]1/2 , ∑Tt=1 ht,2(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))2
E
[∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))2
]1/2
 (88)
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converges in distribution to a jointly normal random variable Z ∼ N (0, I) as T →∞.
Previous results have showed that the ratio between empirical and population variances converges
to one. Therefore, by Slutsky’s theorem, the vector of feasible studentized statistics ∑Tt=1 ht,1(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))2(∑T
t=1 h
2
t,1(Γ̂t,1 − ψ1(m))2
)1/2 , ∑Tt=1 ht,2(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))2(∑T
t=1 h
2
t,2(Γ̂t,2 − ψ2(m))2
)1/2
 , (89)
also converges in distribution to the same jointly normal random variable Z ∼ N (0, I) as T →∞.
To get our estimator (24), premultiply the elements of the sequence in (89) by random vectors
νT :=
 V̂T,1(
V̂T,1 + V̂T,2
)1/2 , −V̂T,2(
V̂T,1 + V̂T,2‘
)1/2
 =
 1(
1 + V̂T,2/V̂T,1
)1/2 , −1(
1 + V̂T,1/V̂T,2
)1/2 ,
 ,
(90)
where V̂T was defined in (33). By assumption (38), νT converges in probability to the vector
ν :=
(
1
(1 + r−1)1/2
,
1
(1 + r)1/2
)
. (91)
To analyze the asymptotic distribution of ν′T ξT,t, first note that since νT converges to a constant, the
pair (νT , ZT ) converges jointly in distribution. By Skorokhod’s representation theorem there exists
a sequence (ν˜T , Z˜T ) whose elements are distributed as their corresponding elements on the sequence
in (νT , ZT ), and in addition there exists a random variable Z˜ ∼ N (0, I) such that Z˜T a.s.−−−−→
T→∞
Z˜,
and ν˜ a.s.−−−−→
T→∞
ν. Therefore, 〈νT , ZT 〉 has the same distribution as 〈ν˜T , Z˜T 〉, which we decompose as
〈ν˜T , Z˜T 〉 = 〈ν˜T − ν, Z˜T − Z˜〉+ 〈ν, Z˜T − Z˜〉+ 〈ν˜T − ν, Z˜〉+ 〈ν, Z˜〉. (92)
By Slutsky’s theorem, the first three terms in (92) vanish as T → ∞ since ν˜T − ν and Z˜T − Z go
to zero almost-surely. The last term is normally distributed with unit variance since ν′ν = 1.
C.3 Proof of Theorem 6
Proof (Theorem 6). Let’s show that an adaptively-weighted estimator with variance-stabilizing
weights (35) satisfies the infinite sampling (28), variance convergence (29) and Lyapunov (30)
conditions.
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Variance convergence For variance-stabilizing weights, the numerator of the variance converge
condition (29) is constant since, by the recursion (35) and the fact that λT = 1,
T∑
t=1
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
=
T−1∑
t=1
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
+ h2TET−1
[
γ2T
]
=
T−1∑
t=1
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
+
(
1−
T−1∑
t=1
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
])
λT
= 1.
(93)
Moreover, since the denominator of (29) is the unconditional expectation of (93) the result follows.
For the remainder it will be convenient to write h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
in (35) in terms of the allocation rates:
h2tEt−1
[
γ2t
]
= λtpt−1 where pt−1 :=
t−1∏
s=1
(1− λs). (94)
We can show (94) in two steps. First, let’s establish the auxiliary identity pt = 1−
∑t−1
s=1 λsps−1.
It is evidently true for the first period since then both sides of this equality are one. Supposing
that it is true for all periods up to k − 1, at the kth period we have
1−
k∑
s=1
λsps−1 = 1−
k−1∑
s=1
λsps−1 − λkpk−1 = pk−1 − λkpk−1 = (1− λk)pk−1 = pk, (95)
where in the second equality we used the inductive hypothesis, and in the last equality we used the
definition of pk from (94). This proves our auxiliary identity. Now let’s show (94). It is true for
the first period, since h21E0
[
γ21
]
= λ1 by (35). Supposing that is true for the first k − 1 periods,
h2kEk−1
[
γ2k
]
= λk
(
1−
k−1∑
s=1
h2sEs−1
[
γ2s
])
= λk
(
1−
k−1∑
s=1
λsps−1
)
= λkpk−1, (96)
where the first inequality is due to (35), the second inequality was due to the inductive hypothesis,
and the third equality was due to the auxiliary identity (95). This establishes (94).
Lyapunov As we noted in (93), our variance-stabilizing weights ensure E[
∑T
t=1 h
2
tγ
2
t ] = 1, so
the denominator of the Lyapunov condition (30) is constant, and we only need to show that its
numerator converges to zero. Writing this condition in terms of the allocation rates as in (94),
T∑
t=1
|ht|2+δEt−1
[|γt|2+δ] = T∑
t=1
(λtpt−1)1+δ/2
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
1+δ/2 . (97)
Let’s upper bound the product pt−1. It is largest when the allocation rates λt are smallest. Sub-
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stituting the lower bound for λt from (36) and writing out the product explicitly,
pt−1 ≤
t−1∏
s=1
(
1− 11 + T − s
)
=
(
T − 1
T
)(
T − 2
T − 1
)
· · ·
(
T − t+ 1
T − t+ 2
)
= 1− t
T
+ 1
T
.
(98)
Next, using (98) and the upper bound assumed in (36), the product λtpt−1 is bounded as
λtpt−1 .
1
Et−1 [γ2t ]
1− (t/T ) + (1/T )
t−α + T 1−α − t1−α
= 1
Et−1 [γ2t ]
1
T 1−α
1− (t/T ) + (1/T )
1− (t/T )1−α + (1/T )(t/T )−α .
(99)
In a moment we will show that the last factor in (99) is uniformly bounded by a finite constant. If
we take this as fact for now, we can upper bound the summand in (97) via (99) to get
(λtpt−1)1+δ/2
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
1+δ/2 .
1
T (1−α)(1+δ/2)
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
2+δ . (100)
By (34) the second factor in (100) also bounded. Summing up (100) over t,
T∑
t=1
(λtpt−1)1+δ/2
Et−1
[|γt|2+δ]
Et−1 [γ2t ]
1+δ/2 .
T
T (1−α)(1+δ/2)
, (101)
which converges to zero as T →∞ provided that 1− (1−α)(1+ δ/2) < 0, or α < δ/(2+ δ), proving
that the Lyapunov condition is satisfied.
To complete the proof, we prove that the last factor in (99) is bounded. This factor is fα(t/T, 1/T )
for
fα(x, c) :=
1− x+ c
1− x1−α + cx−α defined on the domain x ∈ [0, 1), and c > 0. (102)
Let’s show that fα is uniformly bounded in its domain. Its partial derivative with respect to c is
∂
∂c
fα(x, c) =
1− xα
(1− x1−α + cx−α)2 , (103)
which is always nonpositive for any x, c in the domain of fα, implying that for any c > 0
fα(x, c) =
1− x+ c
1− x1−α + cx−α ≤
1− x
1− x1−α = fα(x, 0). (104)
The function fα(x, 0) = (1− x)/(1− x1−α) for x ∈ R has derivative equal to
∂
∂x
fα(x, 0) = −x
α(xα − 1− α(x− 1))
(x− xα)2 . (105)
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The sign of (105) depends only on the function g(x, α) := xα−1−α(x−1), which is the remainder
of the second order taylor expansion of xα around x = 1. By the mean value theorem, g(x, α) =
(1/2)α(α−1)zα−2(x−1)2 for some z between x and 1, which is nonpositive for α < 1, implying that
(105) is nonnegative for α < 1. Therefore, fα(x, 0) is increasing at x ∈ [0, 1) for α < 1. It follows
that its value on the interval [0, 1) is bounded by its limit as x approaches one. By L’Hôpital’s rule,
limx→1 fα(x, 0) = (1− α)−1, which is finite for any α < 1.
Infinite sampling Again recalling the argument in (93), when variance-stabilizing weights are
used the denominator of the infinite sampling condition (28) is constant. In the notation of (94),
we only need to show that its numerator goes to zero, or equivalently,
T∑
t=1
ht =
T∑
t=1
√
λtpt−1Et−1 [γ2t ]
−1 p−−−−→
T→∞
∞. (106)
Let T0 := min{t :
∑t
s=1 λs > 1/2}. Note that since λT = 1, there exists at least one period t ≤ T
that satisfies this condition. Now consider the constrained minimization problem,
pT0−1 := min
λ
{
T0−1∏
s=1
(1− λs) s.t
T0−1∑
s=1
λs ≤ 12 and λs ≥ 0
}
. (107)
The objective function in (107) is log-concave and strictly decreasing in λs, therefore the problem
has corner solutions of the form λs = 1/2 for some period s and λs′ = 0 for all s′ 6= s. Moreover,
note that pt is decreasing in t, so that
p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pT0−1 ≥ p˜ =
1
2 . (108)
Now consider two cases. First, if T0 ≥ T/2, then consider the sum only up to T/2. In this range,
(106) can be lower bounded by replacing the allocation rate λt with its lower bound from (36),
replacing pt−1 by the lower bound 1/2 from (108), and replacing Et−1
[
γ2t
]−1 with the lower bound
t−α/C ′ implied by (34),
T∑
t=1
ht &
T/2∑
t=1
t−α/2√
1 + T − t ≥
∫ T/2
0
t−α/2√
T
= T
1−α
2 , (109)
where in the second inequality we lower bounded the numerator sum by an integral. Since (109)
goes to infinity goes to infinity for α < 1, (106) is satisfied.
Next, consider the case T0 ≤ T/2. In this case we will sum only up to T0. Again we replace pt−1
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by a constant following (108), and then use the inverse of the upper bound for λt in (36),
T/2∑
t=1
ht &
T0∑
t=1
λt
√
Et−1 [γ2t ]
−1
λt
≥
T0∑
t=1
λt
√
T 1−α − t1−α
≥
√
T 1−α − (T/2)1−α
T0∑
t=1
λt
& T 1−α2
T0∑
t=1
λt.
(110)
Now, recalling the definition of T0,
∑T0
t=1 λt is greater than 1/2, so again the sum (110) goes to
infinity for α < 1.
D Simulation details
We used the following Thompson Sampling algorithm. Let tb denote the number of observations
seen until the beginning of batch b, with t1 = 0.
During the initial batch, assign arms uniformly at random and set e(w) = 1K . For each subsequent
batch b > 1,
1. Update the posterior probability distribution of the estimate of the mean assuming model
with a normal prior and normal likelihood.
2. Draw L times for each arm w ∈ {1, · · · ,K} from the posterior distribution.
y˜(`)w ∼ N (mˆ(w), σˆ2(w)) (111)
3. Compute preliminary Thompson Sampling probabilities for in this batch. (Note that et = es
for two t, s in the same batch).
e¯t(w) =
1
L
L∑
`=1
I
{
w = arg max{y(`)1 , · · · , y(`)K }
}
(112)
4. Assign a probability floor of xt% as follows. If an arm has e¯t(w) < xt, let et(w) = xt. Then,
shrink all other arms by letting et(w) = xt + c(e¯t(w) − xt), where c is some constant that
makes the sum of all assignment probabilities be one.
5. Draw from Thompson Sampling probabilities with floor for every t in this batch.
Wt ∼ Multinomial{et,1, · · · , et(K)} (113)
6. Store the entire K-vector of probabilities, selected arms Wt and observed rewards Yt.
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